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1

REPORT SUMMARY

This document reports on a further stage in creating a National Orchard Inventory for
Scotland. It describes work carried between in the year April 2014 to 31st March 2015 in the
third Phase of the Inventory project.
The aim of the wider project is to create a comprehensive orchard inventory for Scotland.
This has probably not been attempted for over a century.
The rationale that underpins this aim is that an Orchard Inventory will form the basis for
addressing a number of issues linked to the decline of orchards over the last four decades
and create a strong foundation for their revival.
This phase of the Orchard Inventory programme focussed on learning from the pilot field
verification of Phase 2, and developing the project in order to roll out the field verification
across the nation.
The aim has been to be in a strong position to deliver the next phase on the ground. The
objectives in Phase 3 were a discrete but connected set of tasks :
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑

awareness raising
learning from the pilot
engaging and developing capacity with local organisations
costing the rollout across Scotland
planning the legacy

A significant amount has been achieved in term of awareness raising, with the project
contributing to the first major Orchard Gathering in man years, which in turn is resulting in
follow up events and a public Facebook group with over 250 members.
Significant improvements have been made to data collection systems; these are providing
greater robustness and thus reduced risks. The collection system has moved to a cloudbased method, rather than relying on individual survey files. New systems have been
created to share geographic data with Local Facilitators and groups, and to map orchards
that were not previously found as part of the Deskstudy. These are not only more cost
effective but better at sharing data with those who can effectively use them.
Though recruiting organisations and Local Facilitators has been slower than anticipated,
systems have been created to continue that work in a methodical and transparent manner.
Again cloud-based services have been employed, and feedback is that these are easy for
collaborating organisations and volunteers to use. Engagement with organisations and
individuals through events has been a further significant positive benefit from this phase.
A draft work breakdown structure, together with costed resources has been developed for
the forthcoming phase of the project - that is field verification across Scotland over the next
two years. Work has been carried out to identify funders of the next phase.
Finally, a suite of more than 15 legacy project templates has been initiated, for developing a
planned legacy from the next and final phase of the project. The rationale for the Inventory
is the provision of a foundation for further action; in developing templates for legacy projects,
we facilitate that positive legacy.
This phase of creating a National Orchard Inventory for Scotland has provided essential
preparation to the roll out of field verification work across the country. The successful
delivery of this phase is another step towards the goal of orchard revival, and bodes well for
the future of Scottish orchards.
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2 INTRODUCTION
There has been growing interest in traditional orchards in Scotland for nearly a decade. This
interest has a great breadth; from cultural heritage and horticultural practice, to historic
varieties and the gradual disappearance of this unusual Scottish habitat.
The document reports on a further stage in creating a National Orchard Inventory for
Scotland. It describes work carried between in the year April 2014 to 31st March 2015 in the
third Phase of the Inventory project.

3

AIMS, OBJECTIVES & METHODOLOGY

3.1 Aims of wider project
The aim of the wider project is to create a comprehensive orchard inventory for Scotland.
This has probably not been attempted for over a century.
The rationale that underpins this aim is that an Orchard Inventory will form the basis for
addressing a number of issues linked to the decline of orchards over the last four decades
and create a strong foundation for their revival.
Raising awareness of the diverse value of Scotland’s orchards will be a key ‘soft’ outcome;
the ‘hard’ outcome will be publically available GIS dataset.
3.2 Aims of Phase 3
This phase of the Orchard Inventory programme focussed on learning from the pilot field
verification of Phase 2, and developing the project in order to roll out the field verification
across the nation.
The aim has been to be in a strong position to deliver the next phase on the ground.
3.3 Objectives in Phase 3
Discrete but connected task sets were described in the contract. These were:
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑

awareness raising
learning from the pilot
engaging and developing capacity with local organisations
costing the rollout across Scotland
planning the legacy

This report describes how they were addressed.

3.4

Methodology

The methodology largely continues from foregoing phases of the project, and have been
reported previously1. The task sets described in the contract provide the methodology.

1

Hayes, C.W. 2014 Report on Deskstudy for Scotland and Pilot Field Verification for Scottish Borders.
Phase 2 of A National Orchard Inventory for Scotland. Project PP786 Report to SNH.
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4

CONTRACTED WORK

4.1
4.1.1

Awareness raising
Tasks for awareness raising
∑
∑
∑

Telling the story of Scotland's orchards. Write-up coherent story and image
collection.
Promoting that story through; creation of web resources, writing press articles,
providing opportunities for radio and TV, national events.
Setting out the stall; providing information about opportunities to collaborate with
the project for both individuals and organisations

4.1.2 Media content & publication
Content was created and presented as a Project profile and Media FAQs document early on
in the contract. This is a useful source for preparing subsequent material. The document
was recently updated, and is given in full in Section 6.1 below.
Slide presentations have been created and delivered, and now continue their work as
embedded displays on our web pages and other websites.
The project website www.ScotlandtheFruit.org has been a key conduit to publish material, as
well as providing other resources to collaborators, volunteers and other interested parties.
The site is ‘mobile responsive’ so can be viewed easily on phones and tablets.
The wider host site Orchard Revival (where ScotlandtheFruit is hosted and has a series of
pages) has also played a role in getting the story told; through related pages on Network and
on Gathering.
Orchard Revival site has a moderate amount of traffic, considering its slightly off-the-beaten
track subject. During half of March 2015, stats showed 140 visitors and over 400 views.
Stats also show that over half this traffic is related to the Inventory pages.
4.1.3 Gatherings and public events
Gardening Scotland, Ingliston. May 2014.
The display telling the story of the Borders pilot and the deskstudy for Scotland was created
as part of the SNH stand at this event. It was presented by the author to the Scottish
Government’s Minister for the Environment. Paul Wheelhouse appeared genuinely
interested and talked for 10 minutes about orchards. Samples of Scottish orchard produce
(kindly donated by Cairn o’Mhor) were provided for tasting.
Orchard Gathering 2014, Dunblane, Nov 2014
Project partner ORE, collaborated with Fife Diet and Forth Environment Link to host the first
national orchard gathering in Scotland for a very long time. Just under 100 people attended
and the event has been seen as a significant success.
The gathering has its own website at http://orchardgathering.weebly.com
There is a great short film on that homepage, and it gives a good flavour of the event. It was
mainly a workshop style event, though there were stalls and displays including the Inventory.
One of the key events was a presentation by the author entitled ‘The Inventory Story So Far’
which culminates in a call-to-arms for volunteers and collaborating organizations to sign up
to the field verification work of the Inventory. The slides are given in Section 6.6 below and
can be seen embedded at ScotlandtheFruit homepage.
There were several important outcomes from the gathering, apart from a great networking
event. One was the ‘visioning’ exercise that was carried out in the afternoon, but perhaps
more directly relevant to the Inventory project was the creation of a self-organising facebook
group, that the assembled people decided to call Orchard Collective Scotland. The page is
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very active and has a growing membership currently standing at 240. It is a useful tool to
communicate about the Inventory.
Gathering Follow-up, Edinburgh, 21st Feb 2015
The organisers of the gathering at Dunblane felt that there was a need to ensure that
momentum of that meeting was maintained, and so we organised a half-day follow up
meeting. Around 40 people attended. Part of the Follow up was about analysis of the Vision
(which there was insufficient time for at Dunblane) and part for looking at new initiatives.
This event benefits the Inventory project directly in terms of contacts and awareness-raising,
but also because it enables us to make the project legacy framework coherent with both the
collective vision and new initiatives with the orchard community.
The whole presentation given at the Follow-up meeting is given with explanatory notes in
Section 6.7 below. One key graph summarises the collective vision:

Visioning;"Emergent"Themes:"All"-mescales"
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Figure 1: Collective Vision from Orchard Gathering 2014; Emergent Themes

4.2
4.2.1

Learn from pilot; iterate systems & upgrade methodology
Tasks
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑

Re-order field verification e-form for better user experience, and therefore better
data quality
Improvements to error checking to detect any data corruption issues early
Minor amendments to database structures to improve relevance of data
collected
Creation of secondary data channel via web form
Test improvements when opportunities arise
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4.2.2 Data collection systems
The form data corruption issue reported in the Phase 2 final report remained unresolved
even though the issues were discussed with Adobe Acrobat Pro technical support.
The risk of significant failure of the pdf forms was judged too great if the existing system
were to be applied to the whole of Scotland. Therefore a new approach was considered. A
decision was taken to migrate to web forms and various services were assessed.
Adobe Forms Central cloud service was selected because of its versatility, ability to upload
files such as photos, and that the web form could be saved as a pdf, and printed for those
who preferred to work on paper in the field.
Feedback from the Borders pilot was used to re-order the form, and a matrix of habitat site
types was created to directly ‘map’ site type to EUNIS classification.
Minor amendments to the GIS database structure were made to address issues that we
learned of during the previous phase. Other minor inconsistencies were addressed.
The newly designed survey web form was embedded at ScotlandtheFruit subpage. The pdf
download version is shown in Section 6.2 below. We had the opportunity to test it with
volunteers at Forth Environment Link. It proved successful.
Without any prior indication, an email on 4th Feb 2015 from Adobe advised that their Forms
Central product was being withdrawn entirely on 23rd Jun 2015. In the interim, we will
continue to use these existing web forms, but they will need to be migrated to a new web
form service before June 2015.
4.2.3 Additional task: handling new sites & sharing geographic data
Part of the learning from the pilot was how the existing system was unsuited to dealing with
new sites that were not part of the deskstudy. This involves demarcating and recording the
new sites.
A further issue was the fairly rudimentary way that existing site location data was conveyed.
This was achieved using A4 pdf of site layouts, produced by the GIS. This is satisfactory to
deliver the data but unsatisfactory when site boundaries need amending for surveyed
orchards.
To overcome these issues, a new web mapping delivery was explored, and Google My
Maps (with non-public sharing) has been utilised.
A framework of work streams and a number of work procedures was developed to export
site data from MapInfo GIS to Google My Maps; to instruct local volunteers and the Local
Facilitator how to create or amend site boundaries on Google My Maps; and finally how to
extract the new data and import it into the MapInfo GIS. A three layer map was created for
each of the 32 local authorities in Scotland. The detail of the processes was presented and
discussed at December 2014 Steering Group meeting, and is shown in summary in Section
7.1 below.
The benefits of the new sharing system are:
∑ Devolves information to local organisations
∑ Empowers them to undertake the work
∑ Sharing is relatively secure
∑ No cost barriers to local organisation
∑ Low training requirement
∑ Saves work (and cost) at national level
These are significant and worthwhile benefits for the project.
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4.3
4.3.1

Engage with and Develop capacity of local orchard organisations.
Tasks
∑

∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑

Pro-active; engage with network of contacts to identify local organisations. Test
their capacity with metrics such as turnover, no. of employees. Test their
potential capacity by determining track record of projects, size and activity of
managing group, willingness of managing group to take on challenging projects.
Engage with managing groups. Facilitate networking between these
organisations
Re-active; having set out stall in public (through web and press awarenessraising ) field incoming enquiries from candidate volunteers
Signpost organisations to third party resources to increase capacity
Create and provide project templates for field verification. Facilitate applications
for match-funding for field verification.
Arrange for local organisation to recruit volunteers and provide mechanisms to
do this
Agree geographical areas to be covered by local organisations
Identify candidate Local Facilitators, and determine suitability; key criteria being
volunteer management, organisational skills, and ability to manage data receipt
and error checking competently.
Tour to meet candidate Local Facilitators in person, and to engage with key
persons in local organisations.
Agree in writing field implementation with local organisations, and where
possible their subcontract with Local Facilitator

4.3.2 Engagement
This has been and continues to be the most significant task in terms of volume of activity.
Through events, the gatherings and various other sources, a pro-active engagement of
groups across Scotland has been undertaken.
A framework of recruitment resources was created at the project’s website – this together
with the awareness-raising activities set out our stall. The web resources also comprise:
∑

Volunteer page with web form. This collects relevant details but also tests their
ability and willingness to fill in a web form competently – a crucial skill needed.
∑ Collaborate page for organisations; web form. This collects data to determine if
the organisation is suitable as a conduit for funding, as well as details to help
determine how dynamic and effective it is.
∑ Count Our Orchard In; web form. To handle email enquiries about ‘straggler’
orchards a mechanism was created to record them, and during the field
verification phase our GIS Officer will process them as a batch. In the
meantime, it provides another route to engage with the public.
Web forms are shown in Sections 6.3 to 6.5, or see subpages of ScotlandtheFruit.org
Recruitment of volunteers and collaborating organisations was initially carried out through
the aware-raising activities given in Section 4.1 above. In late 2014 it became clear that the
scale of recruitment was disappointing, and insufficient for the purposes of the project.
As a result a more pro-active approach was taken, involving identifying specific groups and
individuals, and contacting them to begin a recruitment process.
Work streams were created to manage both organisational and volunteer recruitment which
are shown in Section 7.2 below.
This work is far from complete, and needs to continue in a next phase of the project.
The length of time for decision making by groups has been longer than anticipated (Again
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the old issue of lack of capacity in the voluntary sector is encountered.)
Through the engagement process it has become clear that few groups have the capacity or
focus to handle a whole local authority area. So the outcome is that the project will have to
handle relationships with 50 – 100 local organisations, which is a larger task. However, this
does not call into question the local host model that we have designed for the project – it
means that more organisations can be benefited.
Geographical areas. The engagement process is also a process of identifying and agreeing
geographical areas for a local group to cover. Obviously the distribution of orchards is not
uniform, and we need to cover those areas where the Deskstudy found candidate sites.
This often stretches the boundaries that groups normally work to. This is a process of
negotiation.
Though touring to meet management groups was identified as a task, it has been shown to
be unfeasible with the budget of the current project. A visit was made to Ayr, specifically to
address a meeting hosted by collaborators Scottish Smallholders Association. A face-toface meeting with the chair of Girvan Community Garden was also conducted. Both were
useful and is likely that we have identified groups to host much of South Ayrshire, East
Ayrshire, and North Ayrshire – however it is far too time consuming to recruit groups across
Scotland in this manner.
Therefore phone and email remain our dominant mode of communications to recruit
organisations and volunteers.
Further face-to-face meetings with representatives of other groups have been carried out,
as opportunities arose.
Local Facilitators are being drawn from volunteers and organisational contacts. However,
identifying the local host is the preliminary step as it is that organisation who will need to
contract or employ the facilitator. Much of the work of data handling has now been
removed from the Local Facilitator’s role due to the introduction of the web form which
includes photo file upload. However, volunteer management, allocation of sites, ensuring
delivery, and general support at a local level mean that this is a crucial role.
A series of organisational resources and suggested funding sources are being created and
will be delivered via a dedicated webpage. These will signpost to high quality free
resources such as those provided by SCVO.

4.4
4.4.1

Cost & programme rollout across Scotland
Tasks
∑
∑
∑
∑

Determine projected costs of field verification across Scotland
Create programmes for national organisation and local organisations
Create project information pack
Identify potential funders

4.4.2 Conceptual framework for the wider project
A more comprehensive conceptual framework for the wider project was developed during
the course of this contract.
7
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Figure 2: Conceptual Framework of a National Orchard Inventory for Scotland
What we have been terming to date as a ‘wider project’ is de facto a programme of projects.
Detail of the proposed elements in the early & late parts of the programme are shown below.

Figure 3: Excerpt of Detail of early parts of the Conceptual Framework
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Figure 4: Excerpt of Detail of later parts of the Conceptual Framework

4.4.3 Rollout plan
Using the conceptual framework above, a Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) was created,
and Resources allocated to it. This enabled a proposed budget to be created for the next
phase of the project, and on the advice of the client this over two years. The budget
continues to evolve. The summary of the current version of the budget is shown in Section
7.4 below together with a breakdown by resource Fine detail is provided in the ‘WBS and
Costing Ph4’ spreadsheet
The programme of works has been devised to the extent of activity start and finish dates,
and these are contained with the same spreadsheet.
The project information pack currently includes the following documents:
∑
∑
∑
∑

Resources on the project website at www.ScotlandtheFruit.org
Email and telephone scripts, including that given in Section 6.8 below
Memorandum of Understanding
Project template for Field Verification, given in Section 6.9 below.

A funding model has been created to discuss and agree how various sources of funding
interact with the various project partners. The current model is shown in 7.5 below
Funders have been identified in consultation with the client and other parties. One fund has
been applied to, applications and proposals are being prepared for the balance of funding.
Details are given in 7.5 below

9
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4.5

Plan legacy

4.5.1 Tasks
Create suite of project templates for legacy work. Diverse themes to be included in the
legacy. From tangible orchard products, through skilling up & outdoor activity to cultural
outputs such oral history.

4.5.2 Legacy plans
The gathering visioning has usefully informed the type of projects that seen to be worthwhile
and feasible. The ‘vision emergent themes’ are mapped as ‘project themes’ in the templates
given.
Anecdotal evidence from organisations also supports the case that education – including
training such as pruning and other skills - is very popular with the public. Culture is another
key factor.
A suite of project templates has being developed to an early stage, and the outlines are
given in Section 7.6 below. These are not intended for publication at this stage, and should
be developed further in the forthcoming Phase 4 for deployment.

5

CONCLUSION

This phase of creating a National Orchard Inventory for Scotland has provided an essential
stepping-stone in preparing to roll out the field verification work across the country.
Though recruiting organisations and Local Facilitators has been slower than anticipated,
systems have been created to continue that work in a methodical and transparent manner.
Significant improvements have been made to data collection systems; these are providing
greater robustness and thus reduced risks. They are also more cost effective and better at
sharing data with those who can effectively use them.
Engagement with organisations and individuals through events has been a further significant
positive benefit from this phase, and this bodes well for the future of Scottish orchards.
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6

6.1

ANNEX A: PUBLIC DOCUMENTS

Project profile and media FAQs

Project Profile & Media FAQs

Preparing for the survey fieldwork in autumn 2015
Project: A National Orchard Inventory for Scotland
prepared by Crispin Hayes on behalf of the project partners
v. 23feb15

Key messages:
∑ We’re currently seeking community organisations and volunteers across
Scotland to collaborate with on the survey fieldwork in autumn 2015.
∑ We’ve already done a deskstudy: that found a lot more orchards have
been located in Scotland than anticipated. It looks like there will be in
excess of 1500 orchards confirmed once the fieldwork in done.
∑ Feedback from volunteer surveyors in the Scottish Borders pilot area is
that they really enjoyed being part of the project. We need to recruit
volunteer surveyors from across the rest of Scotland to be involved the
next phase.

The project website www.scotlandthefruit.org has the

details.
∑ While there are many new smaller orchards being planted, our large
traditional orchards are still in decline, and the nation is in danger of
loosing them entirely.

The large traditional orchards contain many

veteran trees – some have pear trees up to 300 years old. This is living
heritage.
∑ Project website www.scotlandthefruit.org

Contacts:
Dr Crispin W. Hayes – Consultant contracted by SNH to implement project
CW Hayes Associates
press@eco-consultancy.co.uk
07914 396623
Kate Holl – Project Officer
Scottish Natural Heritage
Kate.Holl@snh.gov.uk
0131 316 2642
…..more

Profile: A National Orchard Inventory for Scotland

version23feb2015
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6.2

Survey Web Form
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6.3

Volunteer web form
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6.4

Collaborate web form
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6.5

Count Our Orchard In web form
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6.6 Inventory Story So Far; presentation to Orchard Gathering 2014
Held at Dunblane, 7th November 2014. At the time of writing, the full presentation can also
be seen on the project website.

1

2

3

4

5

6
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6.7 Analysis of visioning at Orchard Gathering 2014
This analysis was presented at the Gathering Follow up meeting in Edinburgh on 21st
February 2014. At the time of writing, the full presentation can also be seen on the project
website.

Most%of%the%a*ernoon%at%Orchard%Gathering%2014%was%dedicated%to%a%
workshop%to:%
1. develop%a%collec>ve%vision,%%
2. iden>fy%opportuni>es%&%resources,%and%ﬁnally%to%%
3. determine%wise%next%steps.%
The%workshop%was%run%on%a%‘World%Café’%format.%%%

26
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The%scale%of%ideas%input%to%the%World%Café%was%signiﬁcant;%each%of%the%
three%steps%generated%around%60%comment%sheets.%

To%provide%a%more%coherent%understanding%of%Vision%ideas%that%were%
shared%at%Orchard%Gathering%2014,%each%comment%sheet%was%analysed,%
and%emergent%themes%were%allocated%the%relevant%‘tags’.%
This%slide%provides%an%example%of%how%tags%for%emergent%themes%were%
determined.%%%
This%is%provided%to%demonstrate%a%transparent%process%of%analysis.%
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The%biggest%text%has%the%most%suppor>ve%comments%in%these%word%
clouds.%%
Vision&within&5&years&focuses%on:%%%
local%food,%%
educa>on,%%
enterprise,%%
community%orchard%and%%
orchard%culture.%%%%

The%biggest%text%has%the%most%suppor>ve%comments%in%these%word%
clouds.%%
Vision&for&5&to&10&years%focuses%on%%%
local%food,%Scotland,%%
educa>on,%%
community%orchard,%%
enterprise,%and%%
access.%%%%
28
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The%biggest%text%has%the%most%suppor>ve%comments%in%these%word%
clouds.%%
Vision&for&10&years&and%beyond%focuses%on:%
local%food,%%
Scotland,%%
selfRsuﬃciency,%%
access,%%
culture%change,%and%%
orchard%culture.%

In%a%more%prosaic%way%this%graph%shows%emergent%themes%for%the%Vision&
at%all%>mescales;%from%the%present%to%interRgenera>onal%periods.%%%
The%graph%displays%themes%that%have%at%least%3%suppor>ng%comments.%
The%dominant%themes%are%clearly%educa5on,&local&food,&orchard&culture,&
Scotland,&and&enterprise.%%%
29
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A%word%cloud%of%all%comment%text%is%shown%for%Opportuni5es&&&
Resources.%%%
The%biggest%text%has%the%most%suppor>ve%comments%in%these%word%
clouds.%%
These%comments%have%not%been%subject%to%analysis%of%emergent%themes.%%
It%is%clear%that%people,&knowledge,&community,&Sco@sh&and&land&are&the&
focus&for&comments.%

A%word%cloud%of%all%comment%text%is%shown%for%Wise&Next&Steps.%%
These%comments%have%not%been%subject%to%analysis%of%emergent%themes.%%
The%biggest%text%has%the%most%support%in%these%word%clouds.%%
It%is%clear%that%the%focus%for%Wise%Next%Steps%is%community,&apples,&
knowledge,&educa5on,&land,&produce,&fruit&and&Sco@sh&
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6.8

Project Information for collaborating organisations

Below is an example of a script that is included in email when engaging with organisations.
It constitutes part of the information pack available to prospective collaborators.
What does local hosting of the Orchard Inventory mean ?
The project is designed to keep knowledge local and to grow the capacity of local
organisations.
So in doing the fieldwork, we are collaborating with local
organisations to run the survey in their area.
We provide all the resources such as such methods, forms, and so on. The local
organisation employs or contracts a Local Facilitator to run project.
We provide part of the funding for that post. The local organisation can arrange for
match funding.
The first step is to do the wee form for Collaborating organisations. It is not binding
but just gives us some information to ensure that we can pass funding to you. The
form is at
http://www.orchardrevival.org.uk/inventory-scotland/collaborate/
What does the Local Facilitator do ?
The Local Facilitator’s principle tasks are:
- recruit and organise volunteer surveyors
-

allocate orchards to be surveyed

-

facilitate the volunteer work, and act as the local representative

-

ensure that data is collected appropriately

-

be a link between the local area and the national project

When does all this happen ?
Our timetable is based on doing on volunteer surveyors being out doing fieldwork in
the August to October fruiting season of 2015.
Therefore, we aim to have agreements with local organisations and have identified
Local Facilitators by the end of March 2015. This will allow organisational
arrangements to be put in place, as well as any funding that is required.
We intend to provide training from June 2015.
The Local Facilitator’s role will be flexible, part-time and overall run for approximately
6 months, June to November 2015. The peak of their activity will be August to
October 2015.
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6.9

Project template for field verification

Project Initiation Template

1

Project title

Collecting knowledge about our local orchards
template version: v1

2

Project themes (ref Gathering 2014)

education, local food, access, local varieties, knowledge, orchard culture

3

Tags

local knowledge, engagement, volunteers, orchard heritage, future projects, economic & social benefits

4

Project description

The project works at a community level to learn about the orchard resource locally. It engages with
volunteers in a citizen science initiative to visit and record orchards and their contents. In this way it
determines the local orchard resource so that new projects can emerge to address the needs and
opportunities that are found locally. Throughout the process it raises awareness about local orchards
and their cultural value.

5

Project outcome

We have visited our local orchards and learnt about them.
We have engaged with the keepers of orchards locally.
We now have a better understanding of the quality and quantity of orchard fruit in our area.
We have enquired about how much fruit is used, and how; and also of the surplus. "

6

Project aims & objectives

Aim; to learn about our local orchard resource so that we can better value it and benefit from it.
Objective; carry out a visit to each of the orchards in our area to assess the content, condition and use
of its various elements. Record this and share it with project partners. "

7

Project activities

Determine Local Facilitator
Training for Local Facilitator by project partner. Then Local Facilitator carries out these tasks:
Recruit local volunteers to the project.
Train volunteers with resources from project partner.
Allocate sites to volunteers.
Supervise volunteer fieldwork.
Mapping of new sites.
Quality check of fieldwork.
Share fieldwork records with project partners."

8

Project progress indicators

Milestones as per timetable below.
Indicator: No. of volunteer recruited
Indicator: No. of sites allocated to volunteers for fieldwork
Indicator: No. of sites with completed survey form submitted."

9

Project lead

Probably your organisation if it has a written constitution, and a bank account.

10 Project partners
Your organisation, with the active support of Orchard Research & Enterprise CIC in collaboration with
the partners of the National Orchard Inventory for Scotland project. A letter of support will be provided
on request.
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Project Initiation Template

11 Project benefits
Knowledge of local orchard resource
Awareness raised
'Ownership' of knowledge remains local held
Opportunities for targeted follow on projects
Improved capacity of local organisation/ group
Involvement of local people as volunteers
Engagement with orchard keepers about opportunities with excess fruit"

12 Project costs
"Costing the project has been proposed on the basis of a fee of £15 per orchard (total), which
contributes to the renumeration of a local facilitator (£12.50) and volunteer expenses (£2.50).
The agreed number of orchards determines the total fee.
A match-funding application could mirror these fees but could also add an element of core cost recovery
for administration, insurance etc. or add other project elements as part of a combined project."

13 Project finance
Funding from the National Orchard Inventory for Scotland project can be match-funded by others. See
the funding resources on the Network page/subpages at www.OrchardRevival.org.uk

14 Project timetable
The project can be run in 2015 or in 2016. For 2015 the timetable is:
April/May 2015; apply for match funding. Determine Local Facilitator
June 2015; Training for Local Facilitator. Recruit local volunteers to the project.
August 2015; Train volunteers. Begin fieldwork.
October 2015; Conclude fieldwork."

15 Project stage
Implementation

16 Project risks
There is a risk of not recruiting a suitable Local Facilitator who is able to deliver the project locally.
There is a risk of insufficient number of local volunteers being recruited.
There is a risk of insufficient capacity with the group or local body to properly organise the
implementation."

17 Project success criteria
High proportion of local orchards visited.
Large number of volunteers involved.
Majority of keepers willing to engage in further projects.
Sufficient local interest and volunteer enthusiasm for follow-on projects.

Disclaimer: The National Orchard Inventory for Scotland project and its partner organisations cannot accept liability
for any consequences of any action you may take, or fail to take, as a result of reading or using this document.
This template is provided to organisations collaborating in the National Orchard Inventory for Scotland project.
Those collaboration organisations are free to use and modify this document.
© 2015 Orchard Research & Enterprise CIC
The National Orchard Inventory for Scotland project is funded by a SNH Research Grant.
www.scotlandthefruit.org

!
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